Polarization induced degenerate n-type doping with electron concentrations up to ∼10 20 cm −3 is achieved in graded Al x Ga 1−x N layers (x: 0%→37%) grown on unintentionally doped and on n-doped GaN:Si buffer/reservoir layers by metal organic vapor phase epitaxy. High resolution x-ray diffraction, transmission electron microscopy and electron energy loss spectroscopy confirm the gradient in the composition of the Al x Ga 1−x N layers, while magnetotransport studies reveal the formation of a three dimensional electron slab, whose conductivity can be adjusted through the 
I. INTRODUCTION
The last two decades since the inception of the III-nitride based blue light emitting diodes (LEDs) [1, 2] , have witnessed the emergence of III-nitrides as prominent material systems in state-of-the-art semiconductor technology [3, 4] . In particular, heterostructures based on Al x Ga 1−x N/GaN represent the building-blocks for a number of current (opto)electronic devices, including blue and white LEDs [3, 4] , laser diodes and lasers [5] , high-power- [6, 7] and highelectron-mobility-transistors (HEMTs) [8, 9] . Beside the tunability of the bandgap from the 3.4 eV of GaN to the 6.2 eV in AlN at room temperature, there is between GaN and AlN a 2.5% lattice mismatch, allowing the pseudomorphic growth of Al x Ga 1−x N layers with a biaxial tensile strain on GaN. This leads to a compressive strain along the c-axis of the wurtzite (wz) structure, which induces a macroscopic electric field. Additionally, due to the lack of inversion symmetry, wz-III-nitrides also have piezoelectric constants as large as ∼ 0.73 Cm −2 -1.47 Cm −2 that exceed by over two orders of magnitude those of relevant zinc-blende semiconductors, whose values are in the range ∼ 0.01 Cm −2 -0.1 Cm −2 [10] [11] [12] . With ab initio calculations it was shown, that the macroscopic polarization in wurtzite nitrides is nonlinear [13] . While the nonlinearity of the spontaneous polarization depends on the microscopic structure of the alloy, the nonlinear piezoelectric polarization is a bulk effect. The presence of this large spontaneous and induced polarization in Al x Ga 1−x N/GaN heterostructures leads to the formation of a 2-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) with electron densities exceeding 10 13 cm −2 [14] [15] [16] , even in the absence of nominal doping. The polarization actually promotes the transfer of electrons from localized donor surface states at the barrier or even from the valence band to the quantum well at Al x Ga 1−x N/GaN/Al x Ga 1−x N interfaces. This property of III-nitride heterostructures is extensively exploited for the fabrication of high power-high frequency devices like HEMTs [17] . The polarization charge sheet across Al x Ga 1−x N/GaN heterojunctions may be extended and spread into the Al x Ga 1−x N by growing the latter with a compositional grading of Al. The spatially varying polarization P(r) will then have a fixed charge volume with a density given by ρ = ∇ · P(r). Specifically, a compositional grading in the Al x Ga 1−x N layer results in a non-vanishing divergence of the polarization, leading to the formation of a bulk three-dimensional (3D) polarization charge background, i.e. to a polarization induced 3D electron slab (3DES) [18] [19] [20] . An analogous approach can also be exploited in a polarization doped hole system, where the grading may be designed to span from an Al rich to an Al depleted alloy [21] . One of the challenges in developing nitride based deep-UV LEDs and lasers is the doping of the structures with donor or acceptor impurities like Si and Mg [22] . The Si activation energy in n-type Al(Ga)N can be as large as 280 meV [23] , while for the p-type case, the Mg activation energy can be above 600 meV for AlN [24] . Taking these facts into account, polarization induced doping of wide bandgap III-V nitride semiconductors may be viewed as an alternative and effective method to achieve high carrier concentration in otherwise insulating material systems, not only effective for the optimization of functional devices [25] [26] [27] [28] , but opening new avenues for studies of collective phenomena such as integral and fractional quantum Hall effect [29] , spin density waves, valley density wave states and Wigner crystallization in bulk systems [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] .
In previous works on polarization doped n-Al x Ga 1−x N and on 3DES grown on a GaN buffer by means of molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) [18, 19, and 35] bulk carrier densities up to ∼ 10 18 cm −3 were reported. Li et al. [36] studied the reservoir effect of various substrates on the carrier density of a 3DES in graded Al x Ga 1−x N (g-Al x Ga 1−x N) layers grown by MBE. While Jena et al. [19] reported electron mobilities as high as ∼ 10 3 cm 2 /Vs in their 3DESs, the values given by Li et al.
[36] are ∼ 10 2 cm 2 /Vs in 3DESs grown by MBE on semi-insulating and conducting GaN templates.
Here, we report on 3DES in g-Al x Ga 1−x N layers grown on differently conducting buffer layers by metal organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) on c-sapphire substrates and reaching carrier concentrations up to ∼ 10 20 cm −3 . The samples are systematically characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM), high resolution x-ray diffraction (HRXRD) and XRD reciprocal space mapping (RSM), transmission electron microscopy (TEM) also in high resolution (HRTEM) and scanning mode (STEM) in bright/dark field (BF/DF) and high angle annular dark field (HAADF), electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) and low temperature magnetotransport for Hall effect and magnetoresistance (MR). By combining the structural, chemical and magnetotransport studies we unravel the role of the buffer/reservoir on the carrier concentration in the 3DESs and also the effects of dislocation density, interface and alloy scattering on the mobility observed in the samples. We 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The above results of structural and chemical analysis of the samples confirm the presence of a controlled concentration gradient of Al in the wanted volume and the consequent non-vanishing divergence of the polarization is expected to determine the electrical properties of the samples.
The combination of spontaneous and piezoelectric polarization P(x) for an Al x Ga 1−x N layer coherently strained to GaN is given by [12] :
for a fixed concentration x of Al. However, in the presence of a gradient in the content x of Al over the Al x Ga 1−x N layer thickness, the spatial change of the polarization leads to doping driven by dipole engineering and the induced charge N Dp is given by [38] :
where x 0 is the concentration of Al at a position z 0 from the interface with the buffer and along the growth direction z (c). By applying Eq. 2 and by implementing the Al concentration as obtained from EELS measurements, the value of N Dp calculated at 30 nm from the interface with the buffer for sample S4, is estimated to be (1.25×10 19 ) cm −3 . A remarkable feature of this method of doping is that the doping level can be controlled by tuning the alloy composition and/or the thickness of the graded layer. The de Broglie wavelength
is ≈17 nm for non-degenerate carrier densities, while the Fermi-wavelength λ F for degenerate systems (∼10 20 cm −3 ) is calculated to be ∼30 nm.
Any thickness of the graded layer which is smaller than these two characteristic lengths, leads to the formation of a quasi-2DEG. However, for wide slabs of graded regions with z λ dB , λ F , the electron gas is 3D.
In Fig. 3 (a) the electron concentration n c and in Fig. 3 (b) the Hall mobilities as a function of temperature in the range 40 K≤T≤300 K are reported for samples S0-S4 (S5 is semiinsulating). According to the curves in Fig. 3 (a) , all the g-Al Since all the samples discussed here have n c far above the Mott MIT limit, the graded Al 1−x Ga x N layers are expected to be in a weak localization regime [39] . This is confirmed by the observation of negative MR (positive magnetoconductance) in the magnetoresistance data acquired as a function of the applied magnetic field and for various temperatures 2 K≤T≤50 K, as reported in Fig. 4 for sample S4. If the 3DES is spread over a thickness d 0 , then the sheet carrier density of the 3DES is calculated to be n 2D = n 3D × d 0 . For S4, this thickness is then 30 nm, pointing to a 5 nm depletion of the 3DES from the surface potential.
The Hall parameters at 50 K and 300 K for samples S0-S5 are listed in Table I .
Sample S0 shows a carrier density of (2×10 18 ) cm −3 at 300 K, which decreases with temperature.
This sample is at the boundary of the MIT transition and for T≤40 K it can be driven to a nondegenerate electronic state. For samples S1 and S2, where the g-Al x Ga 1−x N layer is grown on an u-GaN buffer with n c ∼10 16 cm −3 , the bulk carrier density at 300 K is ≥(3×10 18 ) cm −3 , and it remains substantially constant over the measured temperature range. However, for samples S3 and S4, grown on a degenerate GaN:Si reservoir with n c =(1.2×10 19 ) cm −3 , one can observe an enhanced carrier density, reaching (6×10 19 ) cm −3 for S3 and (1.4×10 20 ) cm −3 for S4. These values are greater than those observed for n-GaN:Si [39] and for 3DES in MBE g-Al x Ga 1−x N/GaN systems [19, 36] . The difference between S3 and S4 resides solely in the thickness of the g-Al x Ga 1−x N layer.
It is observed that sample S4 with a 35 nm thickness of the graded layer shows higher carrier concentration when compared to S3, where the thickness of g-Al x Ga 1−x N is 75 nm. Also, from the observed carrier densities of the graded layers it can be concluded that the bulk concentration of carriers in the GaN reservior/buffer plays a dominant role in determining the amount of charge carriers induced in a polarization doped g-Al x Ga 1−x N system, where the graded layer grown on a degenerate GaN:Si shows a carrier concentration up to two orders of magnitude higher than when the g-Al x Ga 1−x N layer is deposited on an u-GaN buffer. Furthermore, the absence of significant free charge carriers in the buffer, like e.g. in S5, keeps g-Al x Ga 1−x N semi-insulating.
From Fig. 3 (b) we observe for samples S1-S4 carrier mobilities which are comparable [36] or slightly lower than those observed in 3DES fabricated by MBE [18, 19] . However,the Al concentration in the above mentioned works had a gradient in the range x: 0%→20%, while all the samples considered in this work have a Al gradient x: 0%→37%. A maximum mobility of 210 cm 2 /Vs is achieved in S4, while for S1 a value of 15.57 cm 2 /Vs at 300 K is obtained. The samples S3 and S4
-with a rich reservoir of electrons in the GaN:Si buffer-have higher mobilities compared to S1 and S2 deposited on u-GaN. From here it can be inferred, that the electronic properties (carrier con- centration) of the reservoir/buffer directly affect the mobility in the 3DES. The dislocation density and the dislocation-related scattering of the charge carriers in the 3DES play also a role in determining the carrier mobility of the 3DES. From weak beam dark field image TEM data on sample S1, the screw-and edge-dislocation densities are estimated in (1.0×10 8 ) cm −2 and (8.1×10 9 ) cm −2 , respectively, while for sample S4, are of the order of (6.62×10 8 ) cm −2 and (1.26×10 10 ) cm −2 . In the calculation, the average specimen thickness is established by counting the dark fringes in the BF image under two beam conditions, and the extinction distance of GaN used in the calculation is ξ 0 = 56 nm [41] .
Dislocations affect the carrier transport mostly through two mechanisms, namely via the local deformation they induce in the lattice and the accumulation of static charges along the dislocation line or the core effect scattering. According to theoretical models, the main contribution to electron scattering due to dislocations in wz-III-nitride systems, originates from a-edge dislocations and from the edge component of (a + c) mixed dislocations. The contribution from c-screw dislocations was shown to have a negligible effect on the electron scattering (and consequently on the electron mobilities) in Al x Ga 1−x N/GaN based structures [42] . From TEM measurements it is seen that the edge dislocation density in sample S4 is ∼1.55 times greater than in S1, but magnetotransport measurements reveal a Hall mobility of ∼ 210 cm 2 /Vs in S4, much greater than the 15 cm 2 /Vs of S1. This behaviour can be explained considering the carrier densities of the two samples. While in S4 we observe a carrier density of ∼(1.3×10 20 ) cm −3 , the one measured in S1 is ∼(3.8×10 18 ) cm −3 .
With an increase in carrier density, the dislocation band located below the conduction band becomes narrower, reducing the strength of the scattering potential. Thus, despite a higher edge dislocation density, we observe a greater electron mobility in sample S4 compared to S1. Alloy disorder scattering and interface scattering additionaly affect the observed mobility in the 3DES samples. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, g-Al x Ga 1−x N layers on buffer/reservoir GaN layers with different electron concentrations n c have been grown by MOVPE and thoroughly analysed. The compositional grading of the Al x Ga 1−x N layer leads to the formation of a 3DES, whose Hall concentration depends on the electron concentration in the buffer/reservoir. The conductivity of the samples increases with increasing n c and this can be achieved either by augmenting the gradient range of the Al content while not varying the thickness of the graded layer, or by decreasing the layer thickness for a fixed range of the gradient, or by using a buffer/reservoir with a carrier concentration orders of magnitude higher than the one of u-GaN. The observed magnetoresistance points to quantum corrections to the conductivity, due to weak localization [39] . With the present work it is shown that controllable g-Al x Ga 1−x N leading to a 3DES can be fabricated in a MOVPE process. The realization of such degenerate Al x Ga 1−x N-based systems opens wide perspectives for the fabrication of efficient electrodes in nitride-based deep UV LEDs and lasers, active layers for diodes, transistors and spin devices like nitride-based spin field effect transistors.
